
ARVE TOOL INSTRUCTIONS

EASY / FAST METHOD

• I have placed everything you need in one folder on my Dropbox, it includes the tool, the 
curves, and Python:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t78y40ijflzksm6/AABgSiEYKvxqZK4C4Qr3jevra?dl=0

• Download the Arve Tool.
https://github.com/arvehj/jvcprojectortools/archive/master.zip

• Install python. Its the framework the Arve tool is built with,
https://www.python.org/downloads/

When you install it, then Menu.py icon should look like this,

• Make sure the curves are in the same folder as the arve tool files.

• Select one of the USER Picture modes on the projector and set it up for HDR, copy the 
settings your HDR preset is using into this mode, that is because if you select the factory HDR 
picture mode you will errors in the tool when you try to write the Gamma tables since the tool 
does not recognise the ‘new’ HDR picture modes these projectors have. And then select a 
Gamma slot, Custom 1 / Custom 2 / Custom 3 Gamma - Do this with the JVC Remote..

So for my USER 2 profile, it looks like this:
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• Make sure in the custom gamma slot you have selected on the projector you select Correction 
Value ‘IMPORT’.

• Then open menu.py on the PC by double clicking on it.

A dos/command prompt window will open,

• type lf 1000nit

• then type Pw (case sensitive) to write the file to the projector.

• It should ask you for your projectors IP address, enter it, and it should work. Make sure you 
are in a USER picture mode for least possible issues.

Then you should see this, indicating it worked. Again, you may get an error here you will need 
to hit ignore on:

• Then on the JVC, select another gamma slot, Custom 2 IMPORT or Custom 3 IMPORT gamma 
slot, your choice,

• Type lf 4000nit

• Type Pw to write the gamma to the projector. You may get an error indicating the Arve tool 
does not recognise the projector picture mode and if you want to write anyway, just hit ignore. 
The newest models are not written into the Arve software just yet. If you g et this error make 
sure you are in a USER picture mode, these modes have less issues. You are done with this 
step.
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OPTIONAL STEP
SETTING CORRECT BLACK LEVELS

The only thing you may need to do is adjust your black level clipping with a pattern, (Masciola 
Pattern clip bar 77 and flash bar 81) or Sony 7669 HDR Pattern make bar 0.005 nits black.

I highly reccomend buying the Masciola Digital Pattern Suite, its $25USD. Small price to pay 
to get your HDR working the best it can:

http://diversifiedvideosolutions.com/dvs_products.html

If using the Masciola suite, use the pattern 02. BLACK CLIPPING_2_HDR10  to set your BLACK 
level to bar 77, meaning Bar 81 is very faintly clipping.

If you dont want to purchase the suite, all SONY UHD Discs have a secret calibration menu. 
While the UHD Disc is playing the main menu, type 7669 on the remote in quick succession, 
then a bunch of patterns should play, it will show a bunch of single colours first, hit next chapter 
until you see this pattern:

On the Sony pattern, bar 0.005 is what we want to be our BLACK bar, adjust until the next bar 
up is very faintly visible.
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OPTIONAL STEP

Now to adjust the black level in the Arve tool when you have your chosen pattern open:

To do that you will need the tool open and be looking at a pattern on the JVC. enter the 
changes, then type Pw again to write it to the projector live, and you can see what it did, still 
too dark, then try again, different value etc..

If you find the black levels are wrong, best check this with an HDR pattern, then you need to 
type ‘ga’ then ‘bbo’ after you use the ‘lf’ command and play with the values (these default to 
0.0016 - try 0.002 to make the blacks brighter, and 0.001 to make them darker etc...)

That scenario would look like this:
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